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                        I am unable to uninstall jmp15, 16, and 17 in pdq
                    


                        I am trying to create an uninstall package for jmp 15,16,17 in pdq. it is saying that it is successful but the jmp software is still installed.     I am using this command:  "C:\Program Files (x...
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                        Installing an old version of JMP ....
                    


                        How do I do it? 
   
 The updates page assumes that the base version is already installed, and returning to the original email for the installer, just launches the installer for versio...
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                        JMP 17 Deployment Guide (Windows)
                    


                          
 Installation 
 This guide is for standalone versions of JMP, JMP Pro, and JMP Clinical, Version 17. For clarity, this guide uses JMP to refer to JMP, JMP Pro, and JMP Clinical. If you are us...
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                        JMP 17 Deployment Guide (macOS)
                    


                          
 Installation 
 This guide is for standalone versions of JMP, JMP Pro, and JMP Clinical, Version 17. For clarity, this guide uses JMP to refer to JMP, JMP Pro, and JMP Clinical. If you are us...
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                        JMP 17 Macintosh Install
                    


                        There is a known issue when installing JMP and JMP Pro 17.0 for MacOS via the SAS Software Depot. For more information, please read The JMP® 17 installation media for Macintosh does not apply th...
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                        Transfer a licence to successor
                    


                        Hello everyone,     I will leave the company at the end of the year.  As far as I know, the JMP licences are user related. But in our case the license seems to be attached to our purchase, becau...
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                        How can I update JMP Pro 16 licenses across multiple machines?
                    


                        Apologies if this question's been asked before, but I wasn't able to find it. We have over 100 users on a JMP Pro 16 annual site license which needs to be updated. We've got the new SID and PER files...
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                        How do I get another user's license file for install?
                    


                        I'm new to this forum as an admin but a long time JMP user.     We just purchased 2 JMP Pro licenses within my company and I was able to install it on my mac (WFH). Now I would like to get my co...
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                        On a rant...
                    


                        WHY IS IT SO HARD TO FIND MY SOFTWARE?    I have logged into the JMP site.  Software has no software....    Support I'm still guessing maybe that's it. It's how I landed hear.      Nee...
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                        Setting License File Location within Preferences using JSL script
                    


                        I manage the JMP license file for my companies users in the UK. Every year the location of this file is slightly different and I have to send out detailed instructions how to change this location ( f...
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                        Where can I find the number of licenses at use
                    


                        Hi,     I have purchased a number of JMP licenses for my site. In About JMP I can see the "Number of users allowed".  Where can I find information about how many licenses are deployed so I know ...
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                        jmp15 Windows registry keys - license management
                    


                        Hello admin community,     I have question regarding jmp15.  Previously to manage our annual licenses we just add an entry into windows registry.  Entry was this one as explain in note 55149&nbs...
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                        Add-In Deployment
                    


                        JMP Clinical running on Citrix. 
   
 I have an add-in that I wish to make available to the users of JMP Clinical.  Is there a way of deploying once, for everyone?  
   
 I know t...
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                        Can't get program to start after loading from Depot location for multi-user, no real instructions, program loads differently each time, no clear instructions on new user on multi-user license and loading SID info after upgrades occurred before starting files from internal program download Depot.
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                        Mac silent license update.
                    


                        Is there anyway to update a license through a script or by swapping out a file? We are using Casper to manage our Macs and we have the new license but no way to deploy it.
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                        Problems installing JMP PRO 14.1 concurrently with older versions
                    


                        Hello all,     We've had reports in our company of a few users who had troubles after installing JMP PRO 14.1. All of them had in common that they had an older version of JMP still installed on ...
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                        JMP 14.1 full installers are now available
                    


                        If you're an administrator for JMP, you can now request installers for JMP 14.1 and JMP Pro 14.1 from jmp.com/upgrade. 
   
 These installers will allow you to install JMP 14.1 directly. If you ...
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                        JMP doesn't remember the location where my license file is after computer restart
                    


                        I have just installed JMP 12.1 and I am setting up a shared location to where the JMP.per license is stored so that all of our approved users can point to the license file. I have put the file on a s...
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                        FAQ: How do I install JMP Software with the SAS Download Manager?
                    


                         Watch this short video to learn about the process. 
      Still have question? 
 Please feel free to post a question to the Administrator's discussion area or by contacting JMP Technical Suppor...
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                        Microsoft Virtualization APPV for JMP13
                    


                        HI 
 I seek documentation to install a package on APPV 5.1 , my package is SAS SOFTWARE DEPOT JMP13 
   
 Thanks 
 Best Regard
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                        JMP 13.1 full installers are now available
                    


                        If you're an administrator for JMP, you can now request installers for JMP 13.1 and JMP Pro 13.1 from jmp.com/upgrade. 
   
 These installers will allow you to install JMP 13.1 directly. If you ...
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                        JMP Pro Silent installation issues
                    


                        I am getting the below error in the log file when I try to run an unattended installation of JMP Pro 13  - I build a responce file by running "setup.exe /r" and walking through the installation (Defa...
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                        uninstalling JMP
                    


                        Lets say for example: I have 2 licenses for JMP. JMP has been installed on computer A and computer B. If I wanted computer C to have JMP instead and not computer A. Can I uninstall JMP normally or do...
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                        silent install
                    


                        HI Folks,       I'm trying to create a silent install for JMP 11.2.  I've created the ISS file,  From an administrative shell:  C:\11_2\jmp\Windows>.\setup.exe -r -f1c:\jm...
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                        Unable to activate JMP
                    


                        It's JMP 6 and it still does what WE need it to do.  It runs fine on Windows 7.  Our problem is that JMP decided to place a form of DRM on the software and decided to not allow the user the...
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